Research
ARC is a hub that supports the CoSS research needs of faculty, staff, and students in key areas such as statistical analysis, all in a quiet, comfortable research environment.

Teaching
ARC is a classroom that enables faculty to teach courses on applied research. It accommodates up to 30 students currently.

Funding
ARC is a resource for faculty seeking internal and external funding.

Colloquia
Our beautiful space is available for campus-wide workshops, talks, and events.

ARC is located in the historic Central Classroom Building (CCB 100) on the San José State University Campus in downtown San José.
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## ABOUT US
The Applied Research Center (ARC) supports faculty and students in a range of applied research, promotes creative and scholarly activity, and offers a hands-on, interactive setting for courses focused on research methods.

ARC provides resources for phone surveys, statistical analysis, small meetings, and applied research course support. The center accommodates classes of up to 30 students.

Faculty and students interested in quantitative or qualitative research can contact ARC to arrange times to use the computers or other facilities.

## SERVICES PROVIDED
- Meeting space for researchers, focus groups, and students conducting CoSS research
- 30 computers with statistical software for use in teaching courses or for research purposes
- Phones and computer software for conducting surveys
- Grant writing support
- Assistance for faculty using software in ARC
- Space for hosting events and talks that benefit the SJSU community

## EXAMPLE COURSES and PROJECTS
- Stat 95, Introduction to Statistics
- PoliS 195A, Political Inquiry
- Soci 15, Stat Applications in SocSci
- PAdm 213, Policy Analysis & Eval
- Silicon Valley Pulse (public opinion survey)
- SJSU Retention Improvement Survey

## ARC GOALS FOR 2015-16
- Maximize the number of faculty and students using ARC for research
- Support a wide range of classes and students
- Diversify research conducted using ARC facilities
- Assist faculty requesting help with grant or proposal writing
- Document funding secured by faculty using ARC
- Hold university-wide workshops and events in ARC